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ABSTRACT
The Aerospace Corporation’s Rogue-alpha,beta program built and launched two 3-Unit CubeSats in 18-months, each
equipped with modified commercial infrared camera payloads, visible context cameras, laser communications and
precision pointing capabilities. Launched on November 2, 2019, the two spacecraft (Rogue-alpha and beta) were
boosted and released from the International Space Station Cygnus NG-12 robotic resupply spacecraft on January 31,
2020 into a circular 460-km, 52° inclined orbit. The primary Rogue IR sensor is a 1.4-micron band, 640x512 pixel,
28° field of view, InGaAs short wavelength infrared (SWIR) camera. It is accompanied by a panchromatic, 10megapixel, 37° field of view visible context camera. In addition, the narrow- and wide-field-of-view star sensors may
also be utilized as nighttime sensors. During the first two years of spaceflight, the Rogue satellites conducted a series
of experiments using both spacecraft to conduct cooperative remote sensing observations and to test the capabilities
of the 1.4-micron water overtone band. These included: 1) fore-aft pointing using two spacecraft for stereo
observations of cloud structure and altitude, 2) horizon-pointed imaging in all directions relative to the spacecraft orbit
(fore, aft, port, and starboard) to maximize the imaged field of view, 3) pre-programmed point-and-stare imaging, 4)
nadir-pointed operations for vicarious calibration with other satellites. All of these modes of operation are usually
conducted in multi-frame collections at 1-20 frames-per-second for dozens to thousands of frames. During the mission
we investigated different modes of collecting data, taking advantage of the evolving orbital spacing of the pair of
CubeSats. Initial close satellite spacing allowed along-track fore-aft stereo observations of weather formations, as well
as pre-programmed tip-and-queue observations, and sequential point-and-stare experiments aimed at collecting
minutes of data on targets of interest. Cloud altitude was measured on weather events by simultaneous stereo
observations, and by mono observations using the changing view angles during a constant point along track or slewing
during a pass. Observations were collected on hurricanes, typhoons, thunderstorms, monsoon storms, and forecasted
tornadic weather. Unique observations of severe wildfires were collected, exploring the capability for our 1.4micron
band to detect fires during daytime, and to characterize pyrocumulonimbus clouds. Nighttime observations were also
made of human lighting, infrared sources, and moonlight-illuminated clouds, including observations utilizing the
Rogue satellites’ star sensors for remote sensing tests. These experiments collectively explored the possibilities for
dynamically tasked, high-frame-rate, low-earth-orbit sensors to carry out weather and environmental monitoring
missions in ways that differ from traditional scanned or push-broom satellite sensor systems. We will present a
summary of our tasking ConOps, observations of weather events and fires, and highlight results and techniques for
cloud height characterization by our two CubeSat constellation during its first two years on orbit. Our results with two
satellites demonstrate possibilities for future missions using cooperative tasking in larger constellations of dynamically
tasked sensors in low Earth orbit.
designed, built, tested, and launched the two CubeSats in
18 months, fulfilling the programmatic goal of a rapid
prototype demonstration.1 A second paper summarized
our first year of orbital operations, including on-orbit,
satellite-to-satellite alignment of our lasercom system,
stellar radiometric calibration techniques, some
characterization of our primary sensor’s 1.4-µm shortwavelength infrared (SWIR), water overtone band, Earth
backgrounds collection, and remote sensing highlights.2
Notable remote sensing highlights included the first

INTRODUCTION
The Rogue-alpha,beta program launched two 3-Unit
CubeSats into low earth orbit (LEO) to perform
experimental remote sensing observations, calibration
studies, and spacecraft operations investigations. The
two spacecraft are referred to as Rogue-a and Rogue-b
and a designation of AeroCube15-A and AeroCube15-B
is also used at times for the spacecraft. An earlier paper
detailed the engineering effort that successfully
Pack
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CubeSat infrared observations of rocket launches with
unique observations of Falcon 9 and Soyuz flights. 2
This papers focuses on results from our use of the Roguea,b satellites for space-based environmental monitoring.
Examples covered include daytime sensor observations
of tropical cyclones, tornadic weather, and infrared
sources such as fires, gas flares, and volcanic activity.
Different pointing modes were used depending on the
observational opportunity. These included: 1) fore, aft,
port and starboard horizon-pointed multi-minute image
collections that maximized area coverage, 2) using the
two spacecraft in formation pointed fore and aft to
conduct stereo observations of cloud structure and
altitude, 3) point-and-stare imaging for several minutes
aimed at forecast storm locations, wildfires or volcanic
events. Using two-satellite stereo, and one satellite,
agile, multi-angle point-and-stare operations, we
determined storm cloud altitudes and morphology, and
characterized wildfires and the altitude of their smoke
plumes and pyrocumulonimbus clouds. Examples of
nighttime imaging using our sensors are presented as
well, including the use of the star camera as a nighttime
imager. These were typically, though not always, nearnadir imaging for the highest resolution look at a scene.
By operating our two 3-axis stabilized experimental
CubeSats in different experimental pointing modes,
methods for utilizing future larger constellations of small
satellites for potential weather, environmental
monitoring, and natural disaster remote sensing missions
are being researched. We next review the Rogue-a,b
satellites and sensors.

Figure 1. The Rogue-a,b spacecraft architecture
The photo in Figure 2 shows the two completed 3U
spacecraft in the laboratory. The solar wings are
deployed in this image. Body solar panels and one of the
three patch antennae are visible. The spacecraft are
equipped with 3 patch antennae, 2 for UHF radios (one
of which is for a higher bandwidth software defined
radio), and one for GPS reception. The primary SWIR
sensor is prominent on the nadir face in Figure 2,
accompanied by the smaller visible context camera. A
great deal of capability was packed into a small
spacecraft volume for this project, which allowed the
affordable launch of two identical sensor platforms.

Spacecraft Overview
Each Rogue-a,b satellite is 34 x 11 x 11 centimeters in
dimension and weighs approximately 3.7 kg. The
avionics, sensors, and 200Mbps lasercom payloads, were
evolved from those used in prior AeroCube projects.3-5
The two satellites were identical in their design, avionics
and payloads. The remote sensing payload consists of a
SWIR imager and a visible context imaging camera. The
remote sensing payload is located on the nadir face. A
narrow field of view star camera is oriented at 90°
relative to the payload. This helps to ensure a spacepointed view can be achieved for accurate star fixes
when the primary payload is pointed at the Earth horizon
along the direction of orbit (fore or aft). Two additional
compact star sensors are packaged on the zenith face
pointed at 45° off the zenith and oriented at 90° from
each other. These star sensor locations carry over from
prior systems and add redundancy, as well as enabling
pointing in other spacecraft orientations. Figure 1
illustrates aspects of the spacecraft design and highlights
how the compact sensors, avionics, and the compact
laser communications payload were packaged.
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Figure 2. The completed Rogue-a,b spacecraft
Payload Overview
The Rogue-a,b remote sensing payload consists of a
short wavelength infrared imager comprised of an
Aerospace Corporation custom-designed, athermal
refractive optical telescope and sunshade, integrated
with a commercially available SWIR camera core and an
off-the-shelf 1.4-micron filter. A visible 10 megapixel
context camera is included, with a comparable, but
somewhat larger field of view compared to the infrared
camera. The SWIR primary payload was a FLIR Tau
SWIR 640x512 pixel, thermoelectrically cooled, InGaAs
camera core. An earlier version of this camera was flown
with success as part of the Cubesat Multispectral
Observing System (CUMULOS).3,4 A custom, five-lens,
athermal refractive telescope was designed to insure
low-distortion imaging and to allow the placement of a
spectral filter between the lens and the camera focal
plane assembly. A custom sunshade was fitted to the
optical assembly and can be seen flush with the nadir
2
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Table 1: Rogue-a,b Sensor Payload Parameters

face in Figures 1 and 2. This had a solar keep out angle
of approximately 40 degrees for stray light reduction.

Camera /
Payload
Parameter

A narrow bandpass 50nm wide Edmonds Optics spectral
filter was selected with transmission near the 1.4µm
atmospheric water absorption band. This filter was
measured at 1.398-1.452µm (50% transmission points)
and is somewhat similar to the cirrus bands on weather
and environmental monitoring satellites. For
comparison, the VIIRS M9 cirrus band, which is
centered in the water overtone band at 1.38µm, has a
narrower, 15nm wide bandpass, and is designed to see
only high clouds and to detect subtle cirrus ice cloud
features. The Rogue SWIR band retains some ability to
see to the ground, especially under favorable zenith
angle geometries, and high or dry atmospheric
conditions. MODTRAN Mid-Latitude Summer modeled
sea level transmissions, at zero and 50° zenith angles,
are: 0.0471 and 0.0211. For Mid-Latitude Winter the
same transmissions are: 0.2014 and 0.1297. Because of
atmospheric water absorption, the 1.4µm band provides
some discrimination ability between low, medium and
high, optically thick clouds at a given look angle from
the reflected solar signal. This makes the band useful for
studying cloud scenes and structure from LEO, while
retaining the ability to detect bright infrared sources such
as methane flares and wildfires under favorable viewing
conditions. As will be shown, there is more smoke
penetration capability for this band than for our
panchromatic context camera as well.

SWIR

VIS

NFOV
Star
Sensor

Lens F#

2.77

2

2.5

Focal Length (mm)

25

12

50

Pixel Pitch (µm)

15

1.67

5.6

FPA dimensions
(pixels, bits)

640x512,14

3840x2748,
12

1280x720,
12

Altitude (km)

460

460

460

Nadir Pointed GSD
(m)

276

256, 128, or
64*

52

Nadir Pointed
Swath (km)

177x141

247x177

66x37

FOV (degrees)

21.7x17.5

30.1x21.8

8.2x4.6

IFOV (mrad)

0.60

0.56, 0.28,
0.14*

0.11

Filter (µm)
1.398-1.452
none
none
*VIS camera pixels are coadded 4x4 in our standard operations mode
with higher resolution options available when desired.

ROGUE-ALPHA,BETA MISSION OPERATIONS
Orbital operations commenced after the Cygnus NG-12
ISS robotic resupply spacecraft boosted and released the
two Rogue CubeSats into a 460, 52° inclination orbit on
31 January 2020. The early months of flight were spent
in commissioning and on-orbit testing and calibration of
the primary payloads, star sensors, and laser
communications payloads. Initial sensor images were
taken to establish nominal sensor operating settings, and
stellar calibration data were taken. Initial data collects
were limited to dozens to hundreds of frames and were
downlinked via one of the two UHF radios which also
were used for command and control and telemetry. Once
200Mbps laser communications were successfully
commenced in September of 2020, our data downlink
capability was increased by a factor of 400, and longer
sensor collections were enabled, typically tasked at 1 or
20 frames per second. Rogue-alpha,beta used The
Aerospace Corporation’s ground network (five RF
ground stations located in Florida, Texas, Minnesota,
California and Hawaii, and one lasercom terminal). This
network has now expanded to seven RF ground stations
and two lasercom terminals. We described our on-orbit
checkout, sensor calibration procedures, and the first
year of operations, including rocket launch observations,
in two prior papers.2,6

The visible context camera consists of a monochromatic
ON Semiconductor 12-bit Si:CMOS 10-megapixel onchip focal plane array with no filter. It was fitted with a
commercial 12mm focal length lens and a small custom
sunshade assembly designed to provide a similar solar
keep out angle to the SWIR primary sensor. The context
camera complements the infrared camera by providing
panchromatic visible images to aid in interpreting cloud
and Earth scenes acquired in the 1.4µm SWIR band.
We also experimented with using our NFOV star camera
as a low-light sensor for nighttime remote sensing. This
sensor used a SiOnyx extended red “black silicon” focal
plane with a nominal sensitivity of 0.4-1.2 µm. Important
sensor payload parameters are listed in Table 1.
The camera control electronics which ran the primary
sensors as well as the star sensors can control up to 5
sensors simultaneously. GPS time stamps are applied to
individual frames from the camera payloads and are
accurate to approximately ± 10ms.

Our remote sensing operations used several different
pointing modes for Earth imaging: 1) horizon-pointed, 2)
stereo, 3) point-and-stare and 4) near-nadir pointed). In
horizon-pointed mode, the sensor is pointed at or near
the Earth’s horizon, either along or perpendicular to the
orbital direction (fore, aft, port or starboard), to
Pack
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maximize the area imaged during a single frame and
create a swath of imagery over a region.

SWIR data, was usually possible via linear histogram
stretching. Logarithmic stretching was employed for
some images when both dim and bright features needed
to be seen in the figures below and associated charts.

In stereo mode, the two satellites are individually tasked
into horizon-pointed mode with the lead alpha satellite
and the trailing beta satellite pointed in the aft and
forward directions, respectively, so their coverage
overlapped to allow stereo imaging. We used this mode
of operations early during the mission when the Roguea,b satellites were still closely spaced, to create bands of
stereo Earth imagery along the orbital track.

EARTH IMAGING DATA AND HIGHLIGHTS
Summary of weather and environmental monitoring
The imaging footprints for the majority of our Earthpointed SWIR data collections to date are shown in
Figure 3 for Rogue-a (AC15A) and Rogue-b (AC15B).
Most of these collects varied from 2 to 15 minutes in
duration. The footprints are indicative of the collection
modes utilized. The horizon-pointed experiments
present as long strips of data, or wider wedges for port or
starboard mode collections. Point-and-stare experiments
show a “butterfly” pattern ground track around
hurricane, fire or volcanic targets. Stereo or multisatellite sequential observations are observed in common
by both satellites and thus appear in both images A and
B in Figure 3.

In point-and-stare mode the satellites are programmed to
orient and use their reaction wheels to point their sensors
at a geographical target and stay pointed at it during
image collection. This mode was used to take data on
weather events, wildfires, as well as ground points of
interest such as bright oil industry gas flares. For severe
weather observations, the forecast positions of tropical
cyclone, or tornado outbreaks were used to program the
Rogue satellite data collections.
Near-nadir mode was used for nighttime and daytime
imaging data collection when maximum resolution was
desired, as well as minimum image smear during the
longer nighttime exposures. Pointing nearly straight
down was also employed to optimize comparing
different space sensors during some of the conjunction
collects we performed with other spacecraft.2

In what follows, we describe selected observations of
thunderstorms, tropical cyclones, wildfires, volcanos,
high altitude terrain, and nighttime observations in
different imaging modes. We show examples of stereo
and single-satellite processing to determine storm cloud
altitudes. For the single-satellite cases, point-and-stare
imaging observations are made from multiple zenith
angles for minutes at a time, in some cases essentially
from horizon to horizon. A number of tropical cyclones
were studied with single satellite stereo analysis
including hurricanes Delta, Linda, Henri and Ida. These
were observed in point and stare mode with frames
chosen from either side of the best sensor zenith angle to
measure cloud altitude near the eye of the storms.

In all cases, dark frames were acquired just prior or just
after Earth-pointed data collects at the same gain and
exposure settings. This was done by orienting the sensors
to point to space, typically at the North Galactic Pole (a
sparse stellar concentration region). Imaging data were
downlinked via lasercom, parsed, and binary images of
raw level zero (L0) data were created in FITS and TIFF
formats. Metadata including GPS timestamps, sensor
settings and sensor pointing information, derived from
star sensor data sampled every 4.4 seconds and rate gryo
data, were downlinked via RF and recombined on the
ground with the imagery data. The FITS format was
primarily used in the stellar calibration work which used
astronomical software requiring FITS files.

Multi-angle single satellite processing was also used to
determine the height of wildfire smoke plumes and
pyrocumulonimbus clouds. We show additional details
of the fire observations, including the detection of fire
hotspots through the smoke from severe wildfires.
Wildfire examples include the Beckwourth, Dixie, and
Caldor fires, all from California’s severe 2021 fire
season. Our results show that wildfire monitoring is an
excellent mission for applying CubeSat and commercial
IR camera technology. While our water overtone SWIR
band was not optimized for fire hotspot detection, severe
fire activity could be accurately mapped.

The raw L0 TIFF data were processed through a data
pipeline to corrected counts (L1 data) and combined with
the pointing meta data quaternions to create
georegistered data (L2). These included GEOTIFF
format, useful for Earth overlay images, and HDF5 files
which provided an ECEF pointing vector for every pixel
and facilitated our three-dimensional processing.
Calibration factors were applied, when needed, using our
stellar observation results.2,6 Additionally, ground
footprint vector files were created which are useful for
map databases. Video files were also created for
displaying and reviewing multi-frame data. Optimal
display of the 12-bit visible camera data, and 14-bit
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A number of active volcanoes were observed using
point-and-stare mode. Only low-level activity occurred
during our satellite measurements. We show an example
from the volcano Cumbre Vieja on the Canary Island La
Palma. A high altitude weather and terrain observation is
also reviewed as are nighttime remote sensing collects.
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A

B
Figure 3: Rogue-a,b Observations from Jun 2020 – Mar 2022. A) Rogue-a / AC15A. B) Rogue-b / AC15B.
Table 2 lists weather events selected for stereo
processing. Three of these, observed by both satellites,
will be discussed to highlight the joint use of the Roguea,b satellites at different times during the mission as
their orbital phasing evolved from only a few minutes
apart to 40 minutes apart.

designated the reference frame. The second frame is
resampled and interpolated, using spacecraft pointing
information, so it matches the reference frame point-ofview. The key input parameter to this process is an
estimate of the scene height, h, which is considered to be
uniform across the entire scene. Of course, that is rarely
the case, so only the features that are actually at
height h get interpolated to match the image location in
the reference image (i.e. they register with each other).
By repeating this process for many different h values and
comparing which areas of the interpolated images align
and register with the reference image, an estimation of
the heights of different features of the scene can be made.

To determine cloud, or other feature heights, we select
two frames with two differing views of the same
scene. These could be simultaneously acquired frames
from two sensors flying in formation (2-satellite stereo)
or two frames from a single sensor taken from different
angles during point-and-stare imaging. One frame is
Pack
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Current weather sensor techniques for cloud top
measurement include: IR space sensor temperature
measurement combined with sounding data atmospheric
profiles, lidar, GPS occultation, as well as ground-based
radar. Stereo measurements from small satellites provide
another method for making this measurement.

imaged a swath across the huge Gulf of Mexico storm.
Eight minutes later, the beta satellite was programmed to
collect in the same mode, but then pivoted to point at the
eye for an alternative imaging point of view. Finally,
Typhoon Chanthu was observed by both satellites later
in the mission when the satellites had drifted farther
apart. Oblique sequential observations were made
approximately 70 minutes apart from orbits which
passed to either side of the storm, between which the
storm moved considerably as it grazed Taiwan.

Table 2: Weather Events Selected for Stereo
Processing with Selected Feature Heights
Event /
(Collection Name)

SAT

Date /
Time (UT)

Cloud Tops
(km / kft)

Persian Gulf Weather
(PersianGulf02)

Rogue-a
AC15A

2020 Jul 26
13:17:36.02 13:20:56.44

14 / 45

Persian Gulf Weather
(PersianGulf02)

Rogue-b
AC15B

2020 Jul 26
13:17:36.01 13:20:56.44

14 / 45

Hurricane Sally
(Sally01)

Rogue-a
AC15A

2020 Sep 16
11:55:12.02 11:58:32.48

12 / 38

Hurricane Sally
(Sally01)

Rogue-b
AC15B

2020 Sep 16
12:03:01.01 12:06:21.52

15 / 49

Hurricane Delta
(Delta01)

Rogue-a
AC15A

2020 Oct 9
17:31:00.52 17:39:00.68

16 / 54

Hurricane Linda
(Linda01)

Rogue-b
AC15B

2021 Aug 14
19:08:01.02 19:16:01.45

11 / 35

Hurricane Henri
(Henri01)

Rogue-b
AC15B

2021 Aug 22
14:30:51.02 14:34:51.43

10 /33

Hurricane Ida
(Ida01)

Rogue-b
AC15B

2021 Aug 29
20:06:31.01 20:11:31.44

14 / 47

Typhoon Chanthu
(Chantu01)

Rogue-a
AC15A

2021 Sep 12
02:04:54.01 02:06:34.44

13 / 43

Typhoon Chanthu
(Chantu01)

Rogue-b
AC15B

2021 Sep 12
00:53:37.01 00:55:17.44

16 / 53

Nebraska T-storms
(Tornado01)

Rogue-b
AC15B

2021 Jun 11
00:51:01.01 00:58:01.44

12 / 41
10 / 33

Kansas T-storms
(Tornado02)

Rogue-a
AC15B

2021 Jun 11
21:04:01.01
21:07:01.43

15 / 48
12 / 41

1: Stereo observations of thunderstorms: Persian Gulf
Our initial two-satellite fore/aft horizon-pointed stereo
flight experiment was conducted on July 26, 2020 from
13:17:36.01 - 13:20:56.44 UT. SWIR data were taken at
1hz and visible context images were taken every 20
SWIR frames. Figure 4 shows two georeferenced visible
context images (geotiff format) from Rogue-a (aft
pointed) and Rogue-b (forward pointed) taken
simultaneously as the satellites orbited northeast on
ascending passes over the Arabian peninsula, the Persian
Gulf, and Iran. These data illustrate the area coverage
attained in horizon-pointed mode. The cloud scene is
varied, with apparent southwest monsoon season
thunderstorm activity over the Gulf coast of Iran, as well
as lower clouds inland in Iran and the Arabian peninsula.

Two satellite weather observation examples
The three following examples show our use of the
Rogue-alpha and beta satellites as a constellation to
study weather targets. A two-satellite formation-flying
stereo observation of summer thunderstorms in the
Persian Gulf is highlighted first. Next, Hurricane Sally
two-satellite, sequential observations are shown. The
lead, alpha satellite was port-side horizon-pointed and
Pack

Figure 4: Rogue-a and b simultaneous horizonpointed visible images of the Persian Gulf 2020 July
26 13:20:15.44 UT. (alpha on top, beta on bottom)
The ground track of our horizon-pointed visible sensors
covers a wedge-shaped region of approximately 1450km
6
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in length with the width varying from 350-850km along
the ground track. The SWIR ground track is
proportionately smaller due to its smaller 28° diagonal
FOV vs. the larger 37° FOV of the visible context
camera.

If the estimated height is correct, then the Rogue-b
resampled image chip should align with the reference
Rogue-a image chip. If not, the process is reiterated with
another height estimate. This homographic processing is
currently manual, aided by red-cyan color matching, but
methods for automating this procedure are being studied.

Figure 5 shows the same simultaneously acquired
Rogue-alpha and beta visible and SWIR frame pairs in
the sensor frame of reference with cloud features
selected for stereo processing labeled on the SWIR
image.

The homographic technique described above may also
be applied to temporally spaced images from a single
satellite as long as the time between images is sufficient
to get a good angular change, but not so long as to make
cloud motion an issue. In addition to the initial stereo
work using simultaneous, two-satellite stereo frames, we
performed similar processing, using single satellite
frames from this same data set, taken a minute apart.
Frames were spaced by approximately 1 minute during
the orbit over the Persian Gulf scene features. Table 3
shows the average altitude results from the stereo and
mono analysis. Error bars are ±1.9km (6.3kft).
Table 3. Persian Gulf Stereo Processing Results
Cloud Feature Number,
Location and Description

a VIS

b VIS

2
1

b SWIR

3

1

2

Altitude
(kft)

1
Qatar near Gulf

3

10

2
Iran Gulf coast (narrow cloud)

5

16

3
Iran Gulf coast (large thunderstorm)

14

45

These results are with no extra effort put into
georegistering ground features or otherwise attempting
to refine the spacecraft pointing accuracy, other than that
done during early on-orbit testing using nighttime point
sources and stars. The zenith angles to the middle of the
frames depicted in Figure 5 were 68° for Rogue-a and
70° for Rogue-b, at a range of 1078km projected to the
Earth ellipsoid. This makes the errors in altitude slightly
more than 1 pixel along the line of sight and less than the
2 pixels average error (pixel average orthogonal and
perpendicular to the line of sight). This means that our
IR sensor was able to discriminate low, medium and high
clouds via stereo and mono homography techniques. If
georegistration to known ground feature was utilized,
sub-kilometer accuracy should be possible.

3

a SWIR

Figure 5: Rogue-a,b simultaneous horizon-pointed
images of the Persian Gulf 2020 July 26 13:20:15.44
UT. A log stretch was applied to the SWIR images.
As described above, sensor data were processed to
determine cloud height via transformation and
correlation of two simultaneous frames by way of the
following procedure: 1) Distinct cloud features found in
the stereo images are identified for cloud height
determination and image chips identified for stereo
processing. These are the numbered SWIR cloud regions
in Figure 5 above. 2) Using an estimated altitude, h, a set
of 3D points from one frame (Rogue-b above) are
computed for comparison to the paired reference frame
(Rogue-a above) using the position and pointing
information from the two sensors. 3) The 3D points are
projected onto the reference focal plane field of view
using the satellite positions and pointing information. 4)
Pack

Altitude
(km)

The scene brightness in the SWIR 1.4 micron water
overtone band is also indicative of cloud altitude for
optically thick clouds. The SWIR frames shown in
Figure 5 appear to show several levels of brightness from
the high obvious thunderstorms over the Iranian coast to
the lower clouds over Qatar and elsewhere in the scene.
Our measured SWIR radiance was closely linear with the
small number of medium and high altitude cloud features
we examined.
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Additional work is being performed to automate the
association of cloud features between stereo and multilook single satellite sampled images of cloud scenes.
Cloud radiance information is also being studied for
exploitation. The 1hz SWIR data taken in horizonpointed mode effectively creates a series of varying
zenith angle soundings of wide areas of the observed
cloud scene. This information can be analyzed
empirically and quantitatively to aid in automating
creation of a three-dimensional scene. Our multi-minute
horizon-pointed cloud scene sensor scans provide unique
data to research SWIR cloud scene characterization.
Combining geometric cloud altitude results across a
scene, with the sounding-like cloud radiance
measurements from multiple frames at different look
angles, might yield some simple rules for discriminating
low, medium and high clouds using our 1.4µm water
band.

visible camera frames. Figure 7 shows two SWIR frames
from the Rogue-b observations. We determined the
altitude of the brightest SWIR cloud features near the eye
of the storm using mono-satellite homography with
frame pairs spaced by 30 seconds. The result from
feature correlation from the Rogue-b frames was 49kft.
The Rogue-a data with its constant pointing mode had
less angular diversity which made it harder to derive
accurate altitudes from feature-based correlation.

The visible context imagery shows pronounced shadows
as well, notably from the largest thunderstorm on the Iran
coast, but also from the lower altitude clouds over Qatar
and elsewhere. Altitudes derived from these cloud
shadows are consistent with the stereo and multi-frame
analysis results.
Related 3-D cloud scene reconstruction work has been
proposed and recently performed by other sensors,
including a visible sensor hosted by a CubeSat.7,8 Our
work uniquely uses a wider field of view infrared
waveband sensor, and also allows study of the altitude
sensitive radiance in the 1.4 micron water overtone
absorption band.
2: Two satellite observation of Hurricane Sally
A second example of two-satellite weather imagery
operations was an experiment imaging Hurricane Sally.
Sally made landfall near Gulf Shores, Alabama as a
strong Category 2 storm at approximately 9:45 UT (5:45
a.m. local time) on 16 September 2020. Our descending
pass orbit took the Rogue ground track over southern
Texas onward to the Yucatan peninsula, well to the
southwest of the storm. Both satellites took SWIR data
at 1hz for 200 seconds with a visible frame every 40th
SWIR frame. The lead alpha satellite was programmed
into port-side horizon pointed mode to scan across the
storm position from 11:55:12 to 11:58:33 UT. The
trailing Rogue-b satellite was initially oriented in the
same manner, but then pivoted to keep pointing at the
forecast position of the eye of the storm to provide a
different perspective and collected data from 11:55:12 to
11:58:33 UT. This pre-programmed experiment
mimicked a tip-and-cue scenario in which a proliferated
LEO (pLEO) constellation might react to environmental
data from a leading satellite to redirect the attention of a
trailing orbital sensor. Figure 6 shows two georegistered
Pack

Figure 6: Rogue-a port-side horizon-pointed image
slice of Hurricane Sally (top). Rogue-b point-andstare mode image targeted at the eye of the storm
(bottom). Visible camera data, September 16 2020 at
11:57:12.00 and 12:06:20.52 UT, respectively.

*

*

Figure 7: Rogue-b SWIR frames 70 and 100 taken 30
seconds apart were used to determine the altitude of
the eye region of Hurricane Sally.
8
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3: Two satellite observation of Typhoon Chanthu

deemed less reliable due to increased range and possible
degraded pointing accuracy from bad star sensor fixes,
but the results were still within expected errors for
uncorrected pointing at larger zenith angles (the center
pixel is at a satellite zenith angle of 63°).

Later in the mission after the Rogue-a,b CubeSats
drifted farther apart, we tasked them to image Typhoon
Chanthu which threated Taiwan as a super typhoon
before losing strength and grazing the island. We tasked
the satellites to each collect for 100 seconds at 1hz,
spaced by 73 minutes, to study storm motion and
development on September 12, 2021. Figure 8 shows
single frames of georegistered visible imagery from both
satellites of this severe Typhoon grazing Taiwan.

*

Figure 9. Typhoon Chanthu. Left: Rogue-b visible
and SWIR frame pair at 00:53:37 UT. Right: Roguea visible and SWIR frame pair at 02:06:33 UT. The
eye wall region cloud height (red asterisk) was
determined via mono multi-frame analysis.
Using the multi-frame derived altitude, and accounting
for parallax from Rogue-alpha and beta, storm track
motion was estimated at 17-23 km/hr, in good agreement
with the Japanese Weather Agency’s 20km/hr estimate
for Typhoon Chanthu at the same time and date.9
Our attempts to derive wind speed from examination of
the individual satellites re-projected data for frame-toframe feature motion did not yield compelling results.
Motion video examples of this will be presented in the
talk accompanying this paper. At our approximately
460km circular orbit, the dwell time over the storm
targets and satellite motion, coupled with our SWIR
270+ resolution, makes detecting the 50 m/sec wind
speeds typical of tropical cyclones difficult.
The preceding examples summarize 3 methods of
Rogue-a,b constellation operations we used as our
satellites orbital spacing evolved: 1) stereo, 2) preprogrammed horizon-pointed wide-area scan followed
by point-and-stare, and 3) widely-spaced sequential
point-and-stare from two sides of a region. These
experiments provide some examples of how future, agile
pLEO satellite constellations might be used for spacebased environmental monitoring of severe weather and
other environmental observations. In the next section we
finish our summary of single satellite observations of
tropical cyclones and tornadic weather, including some
of our best severe storm observations to date.

Figure 8. Rogue-b images Typhoon Chanthu (top) at
00:53:37.01 UT followed by Rogue-a (bottom) at
02:06:33.51 UT.
Figure 9 plots the visible, SWIR image pairs in the
sensor frame of reference at the same times as those
depicted in the georeferenced data above. Cloud top
height near the eye region was derived via mono-satellite
multi-frame image homographic processing using reprojected Rogue-b SWIR frames spaced by 50 seconds.
An altitude of 16km was determined from feature
matching. Similar processing yielded an altitude of
13km from the Rogue-a data. The alpha data were

Pack

Additional Tropical Cyclone Observations
Figure 10 shows additional imagery results from Roguea (Hurricane Delta) and Rogue-b (all other pictured
hurricanes). For each storm, initial visible and SWIR
frame pairs covering a wide area region at or near the
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C

D
Figure 10: Panoramic and near-nadir Visible and SWIR Rogue-a,b image pairs of four hurricanes. A)
Hurricane Delta (2020-10-09), B) Hurricane Linda (2021-08-14), C) Hurricane Henri (2021-08-22), D)
Hurricane Ida (2021-08-29)
Pack
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beginning of the imaging experiments are shown on the
left. Visible and SWIR frame pairs near-nadir, at closest
approach to the targeted hurricanes, are shown on the
right, including the well-developed eyes of Hurricanes
Linda and Ida.

weather, and animations will be presented in the talk
associated with this paper.

Figure 11 maps the georegistered panoramic SWIR
images from 2021 Hurricanes Linda (Cat. 4), Ida (Cat.
4), and Henri (transitioned from Cat.1 to tropical storm
at landfall). 2020’s Hurricanes Sally and Delta were both
Gulf of Mexico Cat. 2 storms when imaged, and are not
included in this plot

Figure 11. 2021 Hurricanes Linda, Ida and Henri
(from left to right ).
Of all of the storms targeted by the Rogue-alpha,beta
CubeSats, Hurricane Ida was the strongest and most
damaging at landfall. This strong category 4 storm made
landfall with 150mph winds near Port Fourchon, LA on
the 16th anniversary of Hurricane Katrina on August 29,
2021 at 16:55 UT and caused catastrophic damage. Ida
maintained its Cat. 4 status for 4 hours following landfall
over the Louisiana wetlands, and was imaged as a Cat. 4
by Rogue-b.
Figure 12 shows the detailed visible and SWIR imagery
structure of the eye of Hurricane IDA imaged near
closest approach at a zenith angle of 34°. The visible
camera, which is lightly saturated on the eye wall, sees
deeper into the eye than the SWIR camera, which sees
the higher altitude cloud structures, a unique feature of
our hurricane observations. This example shows the
potential for CubeSat sensors to provide detailed storm
reconnaissance and to experiment with new bands. At
this angle our tiny sensors imaged at about 350-m
resolution. Ida was reported to exhibit mesovortices at
this time by NOAA GOES-R scientists.10 We believe
we’re seeing internal structure consistent with these
internal eyewall rotational structures in both the visible
and the 1.4 micron water band. Results like these are
motivating us to continue to look for motion in
homographic re-projected 1hz imagery of severe
Pack

Figure 12. Hurricane IDA. Rogue-b visible imagery
(top) and SWIR imagery (bottom) from August 29
2021 at 20:08:50 UT of this Cat. 4 storm.
Our goals for these experiments were: 1) to take visible
and infrared imagery of severe storms when good
opportunities presented to our CubeSats, 2) to measure
storms in different operational modes with the two
11
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satellites, 3) to derive cloud heights near the eyewalls,
and 4) to look for any vertical or rotational motion
occurring during 1hz imaging. For all the tropical
cyclones measured, the height measurement results are
tabulated in Table 1.

was reported by NOAA in Missouri near the Kansas
border right in the middle of the severe weather we
imaged, but approximately 90 minutes earlier.

Reprojected motion imagery will be presented in the
talk, but as discussed above for typhoon Chanthu, none
of the storms showed obvious evidence of wind motion
or convection during the 2-8 minute single-satellite
overpasses. We also measured two of the storms (Linda
and Henri) using the higher resolution mode of our
visible context camera. These data were taken at lower
cadence, however, and showed saturation on the eye
region for Hurricane Linda. Tropical storm Henri also
was observed with high-resolution visible sensor settings
but didn’t show compelling weather structure or motion.
We next describe our attempts to observe tornadospawning severe thunderstorms.

Figure 13: June 11, 2021 Rogue-b observations of
severe thunderstorm outbreaks. Top: Nebraska Saskatchewan border, 00:55:01 UT. Bottom:
northeastern Kansas at 21:04:01 UT.

Tornadic Weather Observations
During our 2021 observation campaign, we relied on
severe weather forecasts associated with high tornado
threats to attempt some tornado chasing with the Roguealpha,beta CubeSats. While we typically uploaded
remote sensing targets for observation 24 hours in
advance, we cut the timing down to a minimum (2-6
hours) and used real-time GOES weather data along with
weather forecasts to refine our programmed aimed points
prior to uploading.

Figure 14 shows the initial visible and SWIR and nearest
to nadir,-closest approach frame pairs from these severe
weather observations. For both of these cases we took
SWIR data at 1hz and visible context imagery every 20
frames with a goal of acquiring higher-frame rate data of
severe thunderstorm cloud structures to look for motion
associated with rapid convention.

Figures 13 and 14 show data from two examples of
successful targeting of severe thunderstorms associated
with tornado warnings during the same 24 hour period in
North America. Figure 13 shows georegistered initial
visible frames from Rogue-b for these two observations.

The observation of the supercell activity on the Canadian
border was from a near-nadir overpass at the top of the
Rogue-b ascending pass ground track, with frame pairs
in Figure 14 taken at zenith angles of 60° and 15°.
Altitudes for shield cloud features and the highest
overshooting top convection feature were derived from
frames space by 50 seconds as 39 and 43kft (10 and
13km) respectively as listed in Table 1 above.

The first example shown depicts imagery of a portion of
a major supercell regional outbreak in the upper great
plains at the Canadian border on June 11th, 2021 which
we observed at from 00:55:01 - 00:58:01 UT (the first
images were at 18:55:01 local time). The National
Weather Service Storm Prediction Center highlighted
the region as having a level 4 risk for strong to severe
thunderstorms and we observed a portion of an enormous
thunderstorm complex with 3 large clusters of
overshooting tops, convective structure associated with
extremely strong updrafts. Tornados were reported by
NOAA’s storm prediction center touching down in
North Dakota, ~100km to the southwest of our imaged
region, including one during the time of our collection.

The Kansas-Missouri region supercell was imaged from
Rogue-b on an ascending pass ground track to the north
of the storm and the image pairs depicted in Figure 14
were taken from zenith angles of 72° and 67°,
respectively. Cloud altitudes are listed in Table 1 and
reached 41 and 48kft (12 and 15km). Our Nebraska
collect of a near-nadir pass allowed for more detail of the
overshooting tops within the studied massive supercell.
The longer range observation of the Kansas outbreak
provided a more panoramic view. Video presentation of
these data will be given in the talk associated with this
paper. This concludes the examples of tropical cyclones
and tornadic thunderstorms imaged by Roguealpha,beta. The next section covers our observations of
some of the severe wildfires in the western United States
during the 2021 fire season.

The second example, less than 24 hours later, was an
observation of forecast severe thunderstorms over
Kansas which we observed from: 21:04:01 - 21:07:01
UT (beginning at 15:04:01 local time). A single tornado
Pack
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Figure 14: Initial panoramic and closest approach visible and SWIR Rogue-b image pairs of two forecast
tornado outbreak regions on 2021-06-11. Top: storm on Nebraska-Saskatchewan border, 00:55:01 and
00:56:40 UT. Bottom: storm on northeastern Kansas-Missouri border with Nebraska in the near-field,
21:04:01 and 21:05:41 UT.
2021 Wildfire Observations
The 2021 fire season was extreme in California and
provided ample opportunities for severe wildfire
observations using the Rogue-a,b CubeSats. We show
single satellite and sequential, 2-satellite observations of
three serious California wildfires, the Beckwourth fire,
the Dixie fire, and the Caldor fire. These events were
large, extreme fires in excess of 100,000 acres, all
located in the northern Sierra Nevada region of
California. The map locations of the start of these fires is
shown in Figure 15.
Extreme fire behavior led to massive smoke plumes and
the formation of pyrocumulonimbus clouds, which are
often abbreviated pyroCb. PyroCb are very large firegenerated cumulus clouds and thunderstorms. Using
single satellite, multi-frame observations we derived the
altitudes of the optically thick smoke plumes and several
of the impressive, higher altitude pryoCb convection
features. This was done in same manner as for the
weather observation experiments described above. We
also demonstrate the ability to see infrared fire line and
hotspot features through smoky scenes (as shown in our
visible context imagery) using the 1.4 micron band
imagery from the Rogue-alpha and beta SWIR cameras.
Pack

Figure 15. Initial locations of the Beckwourth, Dixie
and Caldor Fires.
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Table 4 lists the three observed fires, their final eventual
size, the date and time of our observations, and heights
measured for smoke plumes and related pryocumulos
clouds (pryoCu). Despite not being designed for fire
detection, our 1.4-micron band was able to detect the fire
hotspots and fire line activity during the closest approach
portion of the overpasses when the zenith angle was most
favorable, including seeing through smoke plumes in
some cases. We accomplished this by increasing the
exposure time incrementally, balancing fire detection
against saturation of high altitude sunlit clouds in the
scenes.

clear weather, cloudy weather, and local weather
dominated by the fires themselves.
Figure 15 A) below shows a single visible and SWIR
frame pair and zoomed in detail from Rogue-a
observations of the Beckwourth Complex Fire from July
7, 2021. The fire was located in the Sierra Nevada to the
west of Pyramid Lake, which is visible in the imagery.
Our observation took place from 10:14-10:18am local
time prior to the afternoon peak fire activity.
The visible and SWIR images of the Beckwourth fire
chosen for display were taken at a zenith angle of 22°,
near the closest approach of the satellite overpass. The
fire exhibited two closely spaced smoke plumes, shown
most clearly in the visible image detail. In the SWIR
band the smoke plume was almost entirely transparent.
The underlying hot spots were observed and were the
brightest pixels in the entire scene.

Table 4: 2021 Rogue-a,b Wildfire Observations
Event / (Collection
Name) / size (acres)

SAT

Date /
Time (UT)

Cloud Tops
(km / kft)

Beckwourth Fire
(WildFire02)
105,670

Rogue-a
AC15A

2021 Jul 7
18:14:13.01 18:18:53.44

optically
thin in SWIR

Dixie Fire
(WildFire03)
963,309

Rogue-a
AC15B

2021 Jul 30
02:48:24.02 02:52:24.45

11 / 35

Dixie Fire
(WildFire03)
963,309

Rogue-b
AC15A

2021 Jul 30
03:11:38.01 03:15:38.44

12 / 40

Dixie Fire
(WildFire04)
963,309

Rogue-a
AC15B

2021 Aug 6
00:13:31.01 00:18:11.45

5.9 / 19.5
6.2 / 20.5

Dixie Fire
(WildFire04)
963,309

Rogue-b
AC15A

2021 Aug 7
00:01:11.02 00:05:51.44

1.8 / 6.0
smoke near
ground level

Caldor Fire
(WildFire05)
963,309

Rogue-b
AC15B

2021 Aug 28
22:13:31.01 22:18:31.44

5.9 / 19.5

Figure 15 B) and C) below shows Rogue-alpha and beta
imagery of the Dixie fire on July 20, 2021 taken 23
minutes apart. This fire started a week earlier on July 13
approximately 90km to the west of the Beckwourth
Complex Fire. It eventually grew to be the 2nd largest
wildfire in California history, growing to almost a
million acres, and burned over the crest of the Sierras and
eventually up against the area burned by the Beckwourth
Complex fire.
The data shown are single frames from the beginning and
middle of multi-minute satellite passes and show oblique
and near-nadir imagery. For the images shown in Figure
15 B) and C), satellite zenith angles at the time of the
observations were: 67° and 6° for the alpha observations,
and 68° and 30° for the beta observations. Significant
cloud cover was present over the fire region during these
collections. Strikingly, the fire plume convection
punches through the lower altitude cloud cover and
spreads north in this late afternoon imagery. We
measured the striking pryoCb cloud that formed at
altitudes of 35 and 40kft (11-12km). Also striking is the
lengthening and spread of the mixed pyroCb plus smoke
plume cloud formation between the alpha and beta
observations. The plume grew from in length from
approximately 55km to 97km, indicative of continuous
extreme fire activity and winds aloft at approximately 68
mph (110km/hr), a reasonable wind speed for the
measured cloud altitude. This is a unique measurement
of pyroCb growth from a CubeSat and shows the
potential of future pLEO assets for monitoring extreme
fire behavior and potentially augmenting the fire mission
performance of existing geosynchronous and polarorbiting flagship weather satellites such as GOES-N and
JPSS.

The Dixie fire was the largest 2021 California wildfires
and was observed by both the Rogue-alpha and beta
satellites on two separate days during targeted active and
dangerous periods of its existence, and we obtained some
remarkable observations of pyroCb clouds and huge
smoke plumes. Taken together, the examples showcase
the ability of small IR sensors on agile CubeSats to
monitor fires under different conditions, adding to work
initiated with our CUMULOS sensor in past studies.4
While our 1.4 micron band was optimized to see higher
altitude targets, it proved capable of characterizing very
large fires. Our success shows promise for future
compact IR sensors on agile CubeSats for fire
monitoring missions. With optimized band choices,
similar ConOps and analysis techniques, and enhanced
latency through crosslinks, perhaps to an orbital
communications downlink-dedicated twin, small
satellites could fill an important fire monitoring role.
The example images that follow highlight fire
observations under a range of meteorological conditions:
Pack
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Figure 15: A) Beckwourth Fire imaged by Rogue-a Jul 7 2021. Visible and SWIR near-nadir frames (left) and
details of the same frame showing the fire smoke plume and fire hotspot at 18:16:33 UT. Pyramid Lake is
prominent at the image top. B) Dixie Fire imaged by Rogue-a Jul 30 2021. Visible and SWIR frame pairs at:
02:48:24 (left) and 02:50:23 (right). C) Dixie fire imaged by Rogue-b Jul 30 2021. Visible and SWIR frame
pairs at: 03:11:38 (left) and 03:13:37. The huge, growing high-altitude pryoCb cloud indicates extreme fire
behavior on the evening of 29 July (local time).
Figure 16 A) continues our study of the Dixie fire and
shows visible and SWIR frame pairs from a Rogue-a
overpass on August 6, 2021. The initial high zenith angle
frames taken obliquely at 71° show the fire’s
tremendously long smoke plume which extends
northeasterly more than 500km. A pyroCb cloud from
the Antelope fire to the west, which we were not
targeting, is also visible. The frame pair that follows,
taken at a 6° zenith angle shows direct observation of
portions of the active fire line and hotspots during the
Pack

near-nadir portion of the data collection. In these images,
the SWIR sensor is clearly seeing the fire lines and
hotspots through a significant smoke cloud seen in the
visible frame taken at the same time. Transmission
through the atmosphere and smoke is enhanced by the
shorter pathlength. To better show this, we enlarge these
two images in Figure 17. Note the higher, brighter
PyroCu clouds that form over the strongest fire region.
Using stereo analysis, the PyroCu is at 20.5kft, higher
than the massive smoke plume at 19.5kft (see Table 4).
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Figure 16 B) shows similar imagery from one day later.
The fire is not putting up as strong a smoke plume, and
the images show a complex smoke-filled scene with
some detectable hotspots visible during the most
favorable zenith angles available during this overpass of
Rogue-b. Frame pairs shown are at 62° and 22° zenith
angles.

destruction. In the initial visible, SWIR image pair taken
at a 66° zenith angle, smoke is seen across California
from the Sierras to the coast from the Caldor and other
wildfires. In the second frame pair, taken near closest
approach over the Caldor fire region, at 39° zenith angle
in this pass, multiple distinct smoke plumes are seen and
the SWIR data detect active hot spots through the smoke.
Smoke totally obscures Lake Tahoe in these images. The
Dixie fire’s smoke plume is seen to the north in the larger
FOV visible camera imagery. This image also shows
Pyramid Lake and Mono Lake to the south.

Figure 16 C) shows 4 images from our August 28, 2021
data collection on the Caldor fire, which started on
August 15, burned over the crest of the Sierra Nevada,
and threatened the communities around Lake Tahoe with

A

B

C
Figure 16: A) Dixie Fire imaged by Rogue-a Aug 6 2021. Visible and SWIR frame pairs at: 00:13:31 (left) and
00:15:51 UT(right). B) Dixie fire imaged by Rogue-b Aug 7 2021. Visible and SWIR frame pairs at: 00:01:51
(left) and 00:03:30 UT (right). C) Caldor Fire imaged by Rogue-b Aug 28 2021. Visible and SWIR frame pairs
at: 22:14:11 (left) and 22:16:11 (right) .
Pack
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Figure 17. Enlarged images (from Fig. 16 B) of the Dixie Fire imaged at a favorable near-nadir, 6° zenith angle
by Rogue-a on Aug 6 2021 at 00:15:51UT. The visible image (left) shows a smoke-filled scene with the pyroCu
clouds at the head of the pronounced plume. Pyramid Lake is visible in the upper left of the scene. The SWIR
image (right, with a smaller field of view) sees through the thinner smoke regions to reveal the fire lines and
hotspots underneath plume structures.
Volcanic Eruption observations

(highlighted by yellow dashed lines). The SWIR image
is stretched to emphasize that the lava region pixels are
the brightest in the scene. The ash cloud is also detected
in the SWIR imagery, but isn’t visible in Figure 18 due
to the image stretch chosen to highlight the lava flow.

Since the beginning of the Rogue-a,b mission in 2020,
we have collected data on several active volcanos as
secondary priority targets. These included Sabancaya
(Peru), Popocatépetl (Mexico), La Soufrière (Saint
Vincent and the Grenadines), Cumbre Vieja (Spain,
Canary Islands). The goal was to acquire examples of
explosive eruption if possible and use 1hz frame rate
collection from the SWIR 1.4 micron, water overtone
band sensor to characterize the eruptive transients from
phreatic eruptions (moderate ash and steam producing
eruptions). So far we haven’t succeeded mainly because
the higher altitude stratovolcanoes that are ideal targets
weren’t active when we were able to task at them.
We did observe the Cumbre Vieja volcano on La Palma,
in the Canary Islands during its active phase in 2021 and
captured the daytime imagery shown in Figure 18. Here
we see a weak likely ash plume accompanied by a
volcanic hot spot from a lava flow. The location of the
lava flow (highlighted by a red circle) tracks exactly with
ground and other satellite reports.11,12 A weakly detected
diffuse ash plume is evident in the visible image

Pack

Figure 18. Volcanic eruption on La Palma observed
by Rogue-a on Oct 10 2021 at 14:15:23UT. Bright
pixels from the lava flow run from east to west
direction circled in red in the visible (left) and SWIR
(right). Yellow lines outline a weak ash plume.
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High Altitude Terrain Observations

Nighttime Observations Overview

We collected several multi-minute observations of the
Tibetan plateau which provide interesting insight into the
performance of our 1.4 micron water absorption band.
Figure 19 shows a map highlighting the coverage of a
port-side horizon-pointed mode collection starting from
Kyrgyzstan and scanning across the Tibetan plateau. The
red shaded region approximates the region covered by
the Rogue-b scan with better than 2km spatial
resolution. The scan crossed the dust-filled Tarim basin
in Western China with an average altitude around 1100m
into the Tibetan plateau featuring many high altitude
lakes at 4000-5000m. Simultaneously acquired visible
and SWIR frames are shown below the map as the
sensors imaged the rise from the desert basin to the high
altitude plateau. The high altitude terrain is distinctly
imaged by the SWIR due to the reduced atmospheric
water absorption. Comparing the visible and SWIR
shows joint detection of high clouds and suppression of
snow and water brightness in our 1.4 micron band
relative to the visible sensor. The ability of the SWIR
camera to map all of the lake features is striking, and
videos presenting the data are impressive for the changes
observed as our sensors scan from low to high altitudes
across this environmentally important region.

We utilized the Rogue-a,b visible camera, SWIR
camera, and NFOV star sensor for a number of nighttime
observations. During nighttime observations longer
exposure times are possible and enable detection of
signals from city lights, oil industry gas flares, clouds
illuminated by moonlight, and other targets of interest.
We published related work with earlier AeroCube
sensors in a series of recent papers, notably with the
CUMULOS payload that featured visible, SWIR and
LWIR cameras.4,13,14 The following examples show
performance from the small context camera, the narrow
bandpass SWIR camera and our broad bandpass 0.4-1.2
micron SiOnyx extended red NFOV star camera.

Figure 19. Top: Imaged region from Rogue-b scan
across the Tarim basin and Tibetan plateau. Bottom:
Single Visible and SWIR images taken on Mar 12 at
03:45:02UT show low to high altitude transition zone.

Figure 20. Increased sensitivity nighttime imagery.
Left visible image of Kuwait City (bottom) and gas
flares and Basra (middle). Right SWIR imagery of
the gas flares in the Iraq, Iran, Kuwait border region.

Pack

Nighttime Visible and IR Observations of Gas Flares
Figure 20 shows an example of nighttime exposures over
oil industry activity in the Iraq, Iran, Kuwait border
region. The bright flares of gas oil separation plants in
the Rumaila oil field are prominent, as are the lights of
Basra and Kuwait city. The visible sensitivity (from both
gain and exposure time) was increased from a typical
daytime setting by a factor of approximately 2000. The
SWIR sensor exposure time of 40ms was increased from
typical daytime settings that varied from 3ms (high
cloud-oriented) to 10 or 20ms (fire and flare oriented). A
few of the brightest flares were saturated in both the
visible and SWIR exposures. Visible and infrared
monitoring of the world’s natural gas flares and city
lights has been a topic of research for years with multiple
applications.15-18 Because of the brightness of the flares
and good weather over the region pictured, we find the
Rumaila flares are useful as test targets for small infrared
sensors, with utility for testing and calibrating spacecraft
pointing and assessing sensor radiometric performance.
Daytime SWIR Rogue-a,b observations of these flares
were discussed in a prior paper.2
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Nighttime Full Resolution Context Camera Imagery

oblique forward-pointed Rogue-a image taken on an
ascending pass approaching New Zealand showing the
regional weather. City lights from Christchurch on the
South Island and Wellington, on the North island are
evident, as is the Cook Strait channel between islands.

Figure 21 shows an example of full resolution,
approximately 64m GSD, visible camera imagery taken
at night over the Gaza strip, Israel, the West Bank, and
Jordan. The context camera on the Rogue-a,b CubeSats
is a 10Mpixel panchromatic imager that is usually
spatially co-added 4x4 (see Table 1). The visible camera
is quite small, but can provide useful long exposure time
imagery when used on an actively pointing spacecraft
(point-and-stare mode). The settings used (gain 4,
500ms) were about 7000 times more sensitive than our
daytime settings. The Gaza border fence is visible in the
image, and the contrast in lighting between the Gaza strip
and the cities of Israel and Jordan is evident.
Haifa

Figure 22. Rogue-b images Doha, Qatar at night
using the NFOV star cam. on: May 23, 2021 at
16:24:20. (gain 8, 50ms).

Tel Aviv
Gaza
Jerusalem
Amman

Figure 21. Rogue-b full resolution visible context
camera image of the Gaza strip region at night.
Nighttime NFOV Star Sensor Earth Imagery
As described in Figure 1 and Table 1 in the introduction
section above, the NFOV star sensor on the Roguea,b CubeSats is a sensor of comparable size and higher
resolution than the primary SWIR payload and has
higher sensitivity and resolution than the 10Mpixel
context camera. We experimented a bit with it at night
for both near nadir-pointed nightlights remote sensing
and horizon-pointed, wide-field-of-view weather type
imagery under moonlit conditions.
Figure 22 below shows an image taken on an orbit
approaching Doha, Qatar covering a 70km long stretch
of coastline. This was not a nadir-pointed image, as data
acquisition timing firmware was not optimized for Earth
imaging using the NFOV star sensor, so all of our images
were taken earlier during the orbital approach than
intended. The excellent sensitivity of the SiOnyx focal
plane equipped sensor is well illustrated, however. The
exposure time for the Doha image was 50ms.

Figure 23. Rogue-a NFOV star cam. image of New
Zealand under moonlight (Aug 25 03:34 local time,
moon phase 95°, altitude 47°, azimuth 331°)

Nighttime weather imagery using the NFOV star sensor
was studied in several collects. Figure 23 shows an
Pack
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Our experiments to date highlight the excellent
sensitivity of the SiOnyx focal plane in small sensors for
nighttime weather observations and nighttime lights
mapping, missions of the sort pioneered by the nighttime
sensors on board DMSP and JPSS. This initial work with
Rogue-a,b at night follows up on related work with past
Aerospace Corporation CubeSat missions. Firmware for
using the NFOV star camera as a sensor will need to be
upgraded to allow for optimal data acquisition of
nighttime imagery, but we were pleased at our initial
results.

behavior, severe thunderstorms associated with tropical
cyclones, tornado supercells, and the dynamics of
overshooting tops and other severe convective activity.
High revisit rate measurements will require higher orbits
to achieve utility based on initial analysis of Rogue-a,b
data and our efforts to detect motion during our short,
low orbital altitude overpasses of severe weather.
Our results with Rogue-a,b observing wildfires
demonstrate significant potential for using small
satellites with commercial infrared cameras for fire
monitoring. Even though our SWIR 1.4 micron band was
designed to characterize cloud backgrounds, and was not
optimum for daytime fire detection, we demonstrated it
was able to see fire fronts, hotspots and characterize fire
smoke plume height and pyroCb activity. Current
weather assets in geosynchronous orbit lack the
resolution needed for precise monitoring of active fire
fronts and hotspots from wildfires in a tactically
exploitable manner. Assets in polar orbits, such as JPSS,
are in insufficient numbers to provide high revisit rate
data. Less costly small satellites equipped with
commercial visible, SWIR, MWIR sensors, possibly
including MWIR and LWIR microbolometers, could
significantly add to space-based fire monitoring and
event fire detection if proliferated. Data latency will
determine the tactical operational utility of space-based
fire monitoring and needs to be addressed. Monitoring
wildfire activity in remote regions to reduce the
workload on limited aerial fire-monitoring assets, is a
related mission enhancement that could be addressed by
future small satellites that build on the Rogue-a,b and
CUMULOS prototype demonstrations. Worth noting are
the other environmental monitoring benefits of a pLEO
wildfire mission. These sensor platforms, tuned for
optimum fire performance, could also be used for the
other missions we’ve studied: rapid characterization of
severe weather events from LEO, volcanic eruption, and
industrial gas flaring activity monitoring. If equipped
with nighttime visible cameras capabilities, monitoring
of human lighting at night, its disruption by natural
disasters, and nighttime visible wavelength wildfire
monitoring are potential additional missions within
scope for small satellites with compact affordable
sensors. We look forward to future missions such as
Canada’s WildFireSat19 and other proliferated lowearth-orbiting infrared payloads that can contribute to
enhanced space-based environmental monitoring and
hope that the flight operations of the Rogue-a,b
CubeSats have provided some useful case studies.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper has summarized our use of small commercial
IR camera sensors on the Rogue-a,b CubeSats for
environmental monitoring observations. Case studies
included severe tropical cyclones, forecast tornadic
thunderstorms, and serious wildfires, including
megafires exhibiting pyrocumulonimbus clouds and
massive smoke plumes. We also made attempts to
measure eruption activity on a number of active
volcanos, studied sensor performance over high altitude
terrain regions, and demonstrated the utility of our
sensors for nighttime remote sensing.
One avenue of research investigated methods of using
two satellites cooperatively in different ways, in
anticipation of future larger pLEO constellations with
many satellites featuring sensors with 10’s to 100’s of
meters resolutions, with potential for severe weather and
wildfire monitoring missions. Stereo operations,
simulated tip-and-cue observations and sequential
observations of targets in common were performed to
characterize cloud top altitude, convective cloud motion,
storm motion and wind speed. Single satellite multi-look
measurements were also utilized for cloud top altitude
determination and cloud characterization. Future
launches of larger constellations will provide more
opportunities for stereo and cooperative observations to
perform environmental monitoring, and our data will be
useful in studying techniques for automating multisatellite tasking and data reduction for weather missions.
Given the quality and capabilities of current large polar
and geostationary weather assets, the main weather
mission utility of small, agile, taskable, intermediateresolution compact sensors on small satellites may be
summarized as follows: 1) resiliency or rapid mission
capability replenishment, 2) stereo analysis of cloud
scenes, 3) researching new spectral bands, 4) observation
(at higher resolution than conventional weather
satellites) of remote severe storms, especially ones that
aren’t within range of aerial surveillance or groundbased radar. Higher resolution, including higher
resolution than our CubeSats could accomplish at nadir,
could aid in the study of hurricane and typhoon eyewall
Pack
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